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Bardy's Pub
Posted by Cry2Tatty - 24 Jan 2010 17:16
_____________________________________

Welcome my friends to bardy's pub...it's kinda like a depressed persons chill spot for guys who
like to drink...tell us what you're drinking what you drank and what you'd like to drink...

I'll start...this shabbos I had a chianti italian wine made of sanginovese grapes...it was a 2008
and tasted immature...it had an acidic finish that's a staple of the tuscanny region...it was a cute
wine and I enjoyed it because I wasn't expecting a big bold taste...Friday night I had 3 shots of
the balvenie 18 year while playing backgammon with mrs rage after the meal...then at 830 I
poured myself a glass of about 5 ounces woodford and had a lechayim with all of u...shabbat
after shul I had a glass of grey goose with my chulent eggs and a pre nap glass of
woodford...over all it was a nice shabbos...

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 15 Feb 2013 00:53
_____________________________________

Time to wake this place up!

I'm gonna get my sawzall and cut the locks off.

Or maybe I'll just crash my monstuh truck through the roll-down gates.

 

Lechaim Yidden!!

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by mr. emunah - 15 Feb 2013 01:46
_____________________________________
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LCHAIM!

TO LIFE!

YEAHHHHHHHHHHH!

its's ADAR!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 15 Feb 2013 01:59
_____________________________________

pitachta SAKE vatazraini simcha!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 15 Feb 2013 02:33
_____________________________________

So THAT'S where Bards went. He opened a new branch of the pub in Tokyo!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by Kedusha - 15 Feb 2013 03:18
_____________________________________

Bardichev, Rage (AKA Cry2Tatty) - what wonderful memories of the GYE forum of yesteryear!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by Shteeble - 20 Feb 2013 01:27
_____________________________________
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 GREHHPPSS

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by TehillimZugger - 09 Apr 2014 06:33
_____________________________________

mr. emunah wrote:

*FLASH ALERT* new bourbon just released 68.358% alc per vol. OLD GRANDPY'S MOULDY
'POSSUM exclusivly marketed to GYE bourbon connisuiers

Does anyone know where I can get this?

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 09 Apr 2014 19:25
_____________________________________

TehillimZugger wrote:

mr. emunah wrote:

*FLASH ALERT* new bourbon just released 68.358% alc per vol. OLD GRANDPY'S MOULDY
'POSSUM exclusivly marketed to GYE bourbon connisuiers

Does anyone know where I can get this?
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If ya come to old grandpy's house and help move away the gas range for Pesach cleaning, you
may find some mouldy possums or some relatives thereof.

First come first serve - v'chol hakoidim zoocheh.

MT

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 09 Apr 2014 19:33
_____________________________________

https://guardyoureyes.com/forum/23-Just-Having-Fun/118307-Everywhere-I-go-Im-reminded-of-
GYE?limit=15&start=60#140394

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 09 Apr 2014 22:01
_____________________________________

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by MendelZ - 18 Sep 2014 03:25
_____________________________________

Shabbos is coming, we're so happy.

We're gonna drink and shout out loud.

I'm looking forward to Death's Door Gin and tonic, noch di chulent. Not a particularly propitious
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patronymic, I know. But I guess its a good reminder not to slip.

L'chaim y'all!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by MendelZ - 18 Sep 2014 20:34
_____________________________________

I was passing by Bardy's Pub the other day and noticed a sign hanging outside. It read: SIP
DON'T SLIP!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 18 Sep 2014 20:48
_____________________________________

A sip is a slip...

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by MendelZ - 18 Sep 2014 20:50
_____________________________________

I thought every time we refrain from a slip (of lust), we were supposed to celebrate with a sip (of
mashkeh) and say L'chaim. Hmm. Maybe I had this all wrong.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bardy's Pub
Posted by MendelZ - 21 Sep 2014 22:10
_____________________________________

Ok...
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Kiddush was on Baron Herzog Chenin Blanc (Some of the BH are makpid on re'ias akum, btw)

L'chaim was on Michter's (a great whiskey that I just tried for the first time)

Beer during the seudah was a run of the mill boring Corona.

I skipped the Death's Door because we were out of tonic and lime juice.

Anybody else?

========================================================================
====
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